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Report: Trump Knew Apocalypse Was Coming

In a very Adjective and damning new report, a government watchdog group has found that, as early as

January, White House officials failed to heed repeated warnings of impending doom that arrived via four skeletal

horsemen Verb Present ends in ING through the sky. "On Jan. 3, the Trump administration received its first

notification that a quartet of ghostly riders had barreled out of the Adjective night--

Verb Present ends in ING death, despair, and a great Noun upon the earth--but the president did not

begin to take the threat seriously until mid-March, " 

said Full Name of a Person , a co-author of the report compiled from interviews with sources who asked to

remain anonymous because they were not authorized to discuss torrents of Liquid raining from the Oval

Office ceiling and flooding the West Wing. "For Number weeks, during which the White House could

have been preparing for the final battle between good and evil, officials instead chose to downplay the

coming apocalypse, minimizing omens such as the sudden rupture of Planet , which unleashed the black

, Adjective trail of Animal - Plural that continues to circle the Washington Monument. How many

countless souls could have been saved from the dark Noun Plural of h*ll simply by alerting the public that

a beast with seven Part of Body and 10 horns had emerged from the Location ? " 
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